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  Being Peace

Thich Nhat Hanh on Being Peace

My desire for achievement has led to much 
suffering. No matter what I do, it never feels 
like it’s enough. How can I make peace with 
myself? 
The quality of your action depends on the quality 
of your being. Suppose you’re eager to offer 
happiness, to make someone happy. That’s a 
good thing to do. But if you’re not happy, then you 
can’t do that. In order to make another person 
happy, you have to be happy yourself. So there’s a 
link between doing and being. If you don’t succeed 
in being, you can’t succeed in doing. If you don’t 
feel that you’re on the right path, happiness isn’t 
possible. This is true for everyone; if you don’t 
know where you’re going, you suffer. It’s very 
important to realize your path and see your true 
way.

Happiness means feeling you are on the right 
path every moment. You don’t need to arrive at 
the end of the path in order to be happy. The right 
path refers to the very concrete ways you live your 
life in every moment. In Buddhism, we speak of 
the Noble Eightfold Path: right view, right thought, 
right speech, right action, right livelihood, right 
effort, right mindfulness, and right concentration. 
It’s possible for us to live the Noble Eightfold 
Path every moment of our daily lives. That not 
only makes us happy, it makes people around us 
happy. If you practice the path, you become very 
pleasant, very fresh, and very compassionate.

Look at the tree in the front yard. The tree doesn’t 
seem to be doing anything. It stands there, 
vigorous, fresh, and beautiful, and everyone profits 
from it. That’s the miracle of being. If a tree were 
less than a tree, all of us would be in trouble. But if 
a tree is just a real tree, then there’s hope and joy. 
That’s why if you can be yourself, that is already 
action. Action is based on nonaction; action is 
being.

I am busy from early in the morning until late 
at night. I am rarely alone. Where can I find 
a time and place to contemplate in silence? 
Silence is something that comes from your heart, 
not from outside. Silence doesn’t mean not talking 
and not doing things; it means that you are not 
disturbed inside. If you’re truly silent, then no 
matter what situation you find yourself in you can 
enjoy the silence. There are moments when you 
think you’re silent and all around is silent, but 
talking is going on all the time inside your head. 
That’s not silence. The practice is how to find 
silence in all the activities you do.

Let us change our way of thinking and our way 
of looking. We have to realize that silence comes 
from our heart and not from the absence of 
talk. Sitting down to eat your lunch may be an 
opportunity for you to enjoy silence; though others 
may be speaking, it’s possible for you to be very 
silent inside. The Buddha was surrounded by 
thousands of monks. Although he walked, sat, and 
ate among the monks and the nuns, he always 
dwelled in his silence. The Buddha made it very 
clear that to be alone, to be quiet, does not mean 
you have to go into the forest. You can live in the 
sangha, you can be in the marketplace, yet you 
still enjoy the silence and the solitude. Being alone 
does not mean there is no one around you.

Being alone means you are established firmly in 
the here and the now and you become aware of 
what is happening in the present moment. You 
use your mindfulness to become aware of every 
feeling, every perception you have. You’re aware 
of what’s happening around you in the sangha, 
but you’re always with yourself, you don’t lose 
yourself. That’s the Buddha’s definition of the ideal 
practice of solitude: not to be caught in the past or 
carried away by the future, but always to be here, 
body and mind united, aware of what is happening 
in the present moment. That is real solitude.



Metta The practice of Universal Love
- Acharya Buddharakkhita

The Pali Canon commentaries explain:

    How does one love all beings?

        (a) by the non-harassment of all beings and 
thus avoids harassment;

        (b) by being inoffensive (to all beings) and 
thus avoids offensiveness;

        (c) by not torturing (all beings) and thus 
avoids torturing;

        (d) by the non-destruction (of all life) and 
thus avoids destructiveness;

        (e) by being non-vexing (to all beings) and 
thus avoids vexing;

        (f) by projecting the thought, “May all beings 
be friendly and not hostile”;

        (g) by projecting the thought,” May all beings 
be happy and not unhappy”;

        (h) by projecting the thought, “May all beings 
enjoy well-being and not be distressed.”

    In these eight ways one loves all beings; 
therefore, it is called universal love. And since one 
conceives (within) this quality (of love), it is of the 
mind. And since this mind is free from all thoughts 
of ill-will, the aggregate of love, mind and freedom 
is defined as universal love leading to freedom of 
mind.

From the above passage it will be seen that 
metta implies the “outgrowing” of negative traits 
by actively putting into practice the correlative 
positive virtues. It is only when one actively 
practices non-harassment towards all beings 
that one can outgrow the tendency to harass 
others. Similarly, it is with the other qualities of 
inoffensiveness, non-tormenting, non-destroying 
and non-vexing in deed, word and thought that 
one can outgrow the negative traits of being 
offensive, of tormenting others, of destructiveness 

and of vexatiousness. Over and above such 
positive conduct and principled way of life, 
one further cultivates the mind through that 
specific technique of meditation called metta-
bhavana, which generates powerful thoughts of 
spiritualized love that grow boundless, making 
consciousness itself infinite and universal.

Thoughts that wish all beings to be friendly and 
never hostile, happy and never unhappy, to enjoy 
well-being and never be distressed, imply not 
only sublimity and boundlessness, but also utter 
freedom of mind. Hence the appropriateness of 
the expression “universal love leading to freedom 
of mind.”


